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國二英語科補考題庫          

1. (   )It’s so    .  I need a fan and cold drinks. (Ａ) cold (Ｂ) hot (Ｃ) warm (Ｄ) cool 

答案：(Ｂ) 

2. (   )Could you help me move（移動）this couch（沙發）over there? You push（推）and I    .  

(Ａ) pull (Ｂ) fall (Ｃ) drop (Ｄ) join 

答案：(Ａ) 

3. (   )Everyone talked and     at the party; they all had a great time.  

(Ａ) dreamed (Ｂ) moved (Ｃ) left (Ｄ) laughed 

答案：(Ｄ) 

4.  (   )A     can help people in need and fight for their rights.  

(Ａ) dentist (Ｂ) salesman (Ｃ) soldier (Ｄ) lawyer 

答案：(Ｄ) 

5.  (   )The     salesman is good at selling cars.  He can sell four or five cars in a month.  

(Ａ) successful (Ｂ) future (Ｃ) scared (Ｄ) difficult 

答案：(Ａ) 

6.  (   )It’s not far（遠的）from here.  We don’t need to take a taxi.  We can walk there and       

some money. (Ａ) move (Ｂ) save (Ｃ) pay (Ｄ) dress 

答案：(Ｂ) 

7.  (   )Greg doesn’t swim in a sea.  He swims in a swimming    .  

(Ａ) station (Ｂ) block (Ｃ) pool (Ｄ) stop 

答案：(Ｃ) 

8.  (   )There are four people in my family, so my mom is cutting（正在切）the cake into    . (Ａ) 

seconds (Ｂ) hours (Ｃ) halves (Ｄ) quarters 

答案：(Ｄ) 

9.  (   )The weather is going to（將）be really    , so I don’t think（認為）you should（應該）take a 

heavy coat（外套）on your trip.  

(Ａ) clear but windy (Ｂ) cold but dry (Ｃ) cool and wet (Ｄ) hot and sunny 

答案：(Ｄ) 

10.  (   )In Taiwan, the     months are December, January, and February.  

(Ａ) winter (Ｂ) fall (Ｃ) summer (Ｄ) spring 

答案：(Ａ) 

11.  (   )Dad, our house is really too small.  Can’t we     to a bigger（更大的）one?  

(Ａ) wipe (Ｂ) sweep (Ｃ) mop (Ｄ) move 

答案：(Ｄ) 

12.  (   )Meg: Don’t you buy the coat?  Ryan: No.  The price is too    .  It’s not cheap.  

(Ａ) most (Ｂ) low (Ｃ) fast (Ｄ) high 

答案：(Ｄ) 

13. (   )Liz,     your hair before you go to bed, or（否則）it is not good for your health.  

(Ａ) dry (Ｂ) mop (Ｃ) fix (Ｄ) move 

答案：(Ａ) 

14.  (   )My dad     NT$15,000 for a tie last night, and my mom thought it was too expensive. (Ａ) cost 

(Ｂ) paid (Ｃ) shopped (Ｄ) borrowed 

答案：(Ｂ) 

15.  (   )I     many stories about Great Wall when I was in China.  

(Ａ) gave (Ｂ) thought (Ｃ) heard (Ｄ) spoke 

答案：(Ｃ) 

16.  (   )Tom: Which is your favorite    ?  Jane: Winter.  I love snow.  

(Ａ) sun (Ｂ) autumn (Ｃ) season (Ｄ) weather 

答案：(Ｃ) 

17.  (   )My grandparents went on a    .  They were in America for ten days and had a lot of fun! (Ａ) 

trip (Ｂ) winter (Ｃ) postcard (Ｄ) fact 

答案：(Ａ) 
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18.  (   )A:     jacket is this?  B: It’s my mother’s.  Thank you!  

(Ａ) Who (Ｂ) Where (Ｃ) Whose (Ｄ) When 

答案：(Ｃ) 

19.  (   )Tim: Don’t use the green snowboard.  Jay: It’s    , not yours.  Why can’t I use it?  

(Ａ) mine (Ｂ) his (Ｃ) hers (Ｄ) theirs 

答案：(Ａ) 

20.  (   )My grandparents need to wear     when they read.  

(Ａ) seconds (Ｂ) pairs (Ｃ) glasses (Ｄ) circles 

答案：(Ｃ) 

21.  (   )I have a math     every Wednesday and Friday.  

(Ａ) robot (Ｂ) soccer (Ｃ) history (Ｄ) lesson 

答案：(Ｄ) 

22.  (   )On Sundays, my dad goes to church, but my mom goes to a    .  

(Ａ) bell (Ｂ) corner (Ｃ) temple (Ｄ) map 

答案：(Ｃ) 

23. (   )     Where’s the art museum?  

(Ａ) I’m sorry. (Ｂ) Take it easy. (Ｃ) Excuse me. (Ｄ) Cool down. 

答案：(Ｃ) 

24.  (   )Happy birthday, Lily.  This is a     for you.  

(Ａ) season (Ｂ) cloud (Ｃ) gift (Ｄ) summer 

答案：(Ｃ) 

25.  (   )Let’s be quiet.      is looking at us.  Isn’t it embarrassing（令人尷尬的）?  

(Ａ) Another (Ｂ) Someone (Ｃ) Everything (Ｄ) A monitor 

答案：(Ｂ) 

26.  (   )Mom: Put your dirty     in the bathroom.  Don’t throw（丟） them here and there in the house.  

Josh: All right, I will. (Ａ) socks (Ｂ) dresses (Ｃ) skirts (Ｄ) colors 

答案：(Ａ) 

27.  (   )Dan: My dream is to become an MLB player.  Zoe: Good for you.  Never    .  

(Ａ) give up (Ｂ) hold on (Ｃ) sign up (Ｄ) grow up 

答案：(Ａ) 

28.  (   )Liz has music class tomorrow（明天）, so she needs to take her     to school for a    

talent（才藝）show. (Ａ) fork (Ｂ) violin (Ｃ) bag (Ｄ) robot 

答案：(Ｂ) 

29.  (   )Could you buy some cold drinks at the     on your way home?  

(Ａ) post office (Ｂ) f ire station (Ｃ) bank (Ｄ) supermarket 

答案：(Ｄ) 

30.  (   )We need to wear a surgical（外科的）    when we go out because of COVID-19.  

(Ａ) pumpkin (Ｂ) mask (Ｃ) costume (Ｄ) moment 

答案：(Ｂ) 

31.  (   )Ted is wearing a     and a pair of shorts to the gym.  

(Ａ) T-shirt (Ｂ) sock (Ｃ) dress (Ｄ) tie 

答案：(Ａ) 

32.  (   )It’s hot, so I sit in front of the fan.  The     is blowing on my face.  

(Ａ) cloud (Ｂ) season (Ｃ) weather (Ｄ) wind 

答案：(Ｄ) 

33.  (   )Ray wants to borrow some money from the    , but he can’t.  

(Ａ) hotel (Ｂ) bank (Ｃ) supermarket (Ｄ) bookstore 

答案：(Ｂ) 

34.  (   )Jenny, when Mom isn’t at home, be sure to walk and     our pet dog Cody twice a day. (Ａ) dry 

(Ｂ) feed (Ｃ) fix (Ｄ) wipe 

答案：(Ｂ) 

35.  (   )The reporter is happy to     the famous singer, Lady Gaga.  They will（將）talk a lot and let us 
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know more about her. (Ａ) decide (Ｂ) interview (Ｃ) keep (Ｄ) believe 

答案：(Ｂ) 

36.  (   )I told you this road went the wrong way, but you just wouldn’t（沒有、不會）listen.  Now   

we have to（必須）    and take another road. 

 (Ａ) go ahead (Ｂ) move away (Ｃ) pass by (Ｄ) turn back 

答案：(Ｄ) 

37.  (   )There is not any     in Tainan.  It’s usually warm there.  

(Ａ) snow (Ｂ) water (Ｃ) cloud (Ｄ) mountain 

答案：(Ａ) 

38.  (   )My father goes     in the school playground on weekends.  

(Ａ) jogging (Ｂ) surfing (Ｃ) shopping (Ｄ) sailing 

答案：(Ａ) 

39.  (   )The big house     too much, so I don’t have enough money to buy it at all.  

(Ａ) pays (Ｂ) costs (Ｃ) wears (Ｄ) shops 

答案：(Ｂ) 

40.  (   )Poor Mom.  It was raining cats and dogs when she     the house this morning.  

(Ａ) moved (Ｂ) swept (Ｃ) fed (Ｄ) left 

答案：(Ｄ) 

41.  (   )Excuse me, but I just can’t     your dress.  It’s beautiful.  Where did you buy it?  

(Ａ) do anything （任何事情）about (Ｂ) pay（付）for (Ｃ) stop looking at (Ｄ) think about 

答案：(Ｃ) 

42.  (   )No one ever（曾經）    one day the coronavirus（新冠病毒）would hit（會襲擊）all     

over the world. (Ａ) heard (Ｂ) thought (Ｃ) finished (Ｄ) studied 

答案：(Ｂ) 

43.  (   )Jay: I’m leaving Taiwan for Japan tonight.  Too bad we can’t hang around（到處逛逛）for   

about one month.  Ted：    to see you soon.  

(Ａ) Hope (Ｂ) Try (Ｃ) Plan (Ｄ) Decide 

答案：(Ａ) 

44.  (   )“Just ring（使…響起鈴聲）the     when you need help,” the nurse told（告訴）the old lady. 

(Ａ) block (Ｂ) city (Ｃ) bell (Ｄ) pool 

答案：(Ｃ) 

45.  (   )A: It’s really hot in here.  B: Yes.  I’m going to     my sweater.  

(Ａ) get off (Ｂ) take off (Ｃ) ask for (Ｄ) pay for 

答案：(Ｂ) 

46. (   )Which     do you like to visit, Japan or Korea?  

(Ａ) right (Ｂ) country (Ｃ) truck (Ｄ) factory 

答案：(Ｂ) 

47.  (   )David likes to make snowmen（雪人）, so he likes    .  

(Ａ) rain (Ｂ) postcard (Ｃ) winter (Ｄ) sun 

答案：(Ｃ) 

48.  (   )Our lessons are not     at all, and our teachers teach in a fun way.  

(Ａ) mad (Ｂ) difficult (Ｃ) safe (Ｄ) mean 

答案：(Ｂ) 

49.  (   )My grandma is    .  She helps many people.  

(Ａ) heavy (Ｂ) cold (Ｃ) kind (Ｄ) snowy 

答案：(Ｃ) 

50.  (   )That pink jacket is my sister’s, and the green one is    .  

(Ａ) mine (Ｂ) cloudy (Ｃ) kind (Ｄ) my 

答案：(Ａ) 

51.  (   )We     finished our dinner when the phone rang（響）.  

(Ａ) easy (Ｂ) same (Ｃ) lovely (Ｄ) just 

答案：(Ｄ) 
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52.  (   )How about taking a walk     the river bank?  

(Ａ) along (Ｂ) between (Ｃ) in the front of (Ｄ) next to 

答案：(Ａ) 

53.  (   )Grandma was     again at 2:00 a.m. today, and she ate all the cake, but she can’t   

remember it at all now. (Ａ) dreaming (Ｂ) laughing (Ｃ) stopping (Ｄ) sleepwalking 

答案：(Ｄ) 

54.  (   )Mr. Huang: What’s the    ?  Clerk: It’s NT$1,250.  

(Ａ) belt (Ｂ) shirt (Ｃ) total (Ｄ) play 

答案：(Ｃ) 

55.  (   )What?!  I borrowed NT$900 from you?  I don’t     it at all.  

(Ａ) find (Ｂ) break (Ｃ) remember (Ｄ) fix 

答案：(Ｃ) 

56.  (   )Mark: We can’t enter（進入）the house.  I can’t find my key（鑰匙）!  Billy: Is it    

possible（可能的）that you     it in the car? 

(Ａ) caught (Ｂ) changed (Ｃ) found (Ｄ) left 

答案：(Ｄ) 

57.  (   )It is often     in Korea in winter.  There’s a lot of snow.  

(Ａ) warm (Ｂ) cool (Ｃ) hot (Ｄ) cold 

答案：(Ｄ) 

58.  (   )All of you have beautiful voices（聲音）and are good at（擅長）teamwork（合作）.  I    

think we can sign up this season’s singing    .  

(Ａ) contest (Ｂ) activity (Ｃ) club (Ｄ) subject 

答案：(Ａ) 

59.  (   )I will（將）have a(n)     this afternoon.  If（如果）I make it, I will get a job.  

(Ａ) future (Ｂ) age (Ｃ) interview (Ｄ) life 

答案：(Ｃ) 

60.  (   )There is a park     our school.  

(Ａ) between (Ｂ) across from (Ｃ) next (Ｄ) in front 

答案：(Ｂ) 

61.  (   )Amy: Is the chocolate milkshake yours?  Bob: Yes, it’s    .  

(Ａ) mine (Ｂ) hers (Ｃ) his (Ｄ) yours 

答案：(Ａ) 

62.  (   )Tomorrow（明天）morning, some important     will（將）visit our school.  Our teachers 

want us to do a good job. (Ａ) games (Ｂ) guests (Ｃ) bodies (Ｄ) classes 

答案：(Ｂ) 

63.  (   )I bought a     for my dad on his birthday. (Ａ) skirt (Ｂ) dress (Ｃ) sock (Ｄ) tie 

答案：(Ｄ) 

64.  (   )I     cookies and chocolate cake for my afternoon tea.  

(Ａ) snowed (Ｂ) spoke (Ｃ) meant (Ｄ) ordered 

答案：(Ｄ) 

65.  (   )I want to     a new snowboard, but I don’t have enough money.  

(Ａ) speak (Ｂ) mean (Ｃ) hate (Ｄ) buy 

答案：(Ｄ) 

66.  (   )Andy: Are you in any school    ?  Benny: Yes, I joined the video game design    . (Ａ) 

subject (Ｂ) class (Ｃ) lesson (Ｄ) club 

答案：(Ｄ) 

67. (   )He is wearing blue     today. (Ａ) color (Ｂ) jeans (Ｃ) skirt (Ｄ) dress 

答案：(Ｂ) 

68.  (   )Noah: I’ve had too many cookies.  My throat is so dry.  Quinn: What would you like to   

drink then?  Noah:     you can get.  Just get it now! 

(Ａ) Something (Ｂ) Nothing (Ｃ) Everything (Ｄ) Anything 

答案：(Ｄ) 
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69. (   )Jay: Let’s not take a taxi to the zoo.  How about going by metro?   

Ben: Good    .  Taking the metro isn’t that much money.  

(Ａ) idea (Ｂ) future (Ｃ) rights (Ｄ) looks 

答案：(Ａ) 

70. (   )Kids at the children’s home（育幼院）may need some help from us.  We can send some  

clothes     them. (Ａ) for (Ｂ) at (Ｃ) of (Ｄ) to 

答案：(Ｄ) 

71.  (   )There     an important baseball game next week.  

(Ａ) are going to be (Ｂ) will have (Ｃ) will be (Ｄ) is going to have 

答案：(Ｃ) 

72. (   )    there     any good movies on TV this Saturday evening?  

(Ａ) Will; have (Ｂ) Is; going to be (Ｃ) Will; be (Ｄ) Are; going to have 

答案：(Ｃ) 

73. (   )Dad got back home when Mom     a bath.  

(Ａ) takes (Ｂ) took (Ｃ) is taking (Ｄ) was taking 

答案：(Ｄ) 

74.  (   )There     a baseball game on TV tonight.  

(Ａ) will have (Ｂ) is going to have (Ｃ) are going to be (Ｄ) will be 

答案：(Ｄ) 

75. (   )She cried sadly     her grandpa died in front of her.  

(Ａ) so (Ｂ) before (Ｃ) when (Ｄ) and 

答案：(Ｃ) 

76.  (   )Jeff:     lots of snow there in winter?  Lisa: Yes,     a lot.  

(Ａ) Are there; we have snow (Ｂ) Is there; it snows (Ｃ) Do we have; there’s snow  

(Ｄ) Does it; it’s snowy 

答案：(Ｂ) 

77.  (   )Dad: Have you brushed your teeth yet（還）?  Ann: No, but I     before I go to bed. 

(Ａ) haven’t (Ｂ) have (Ｃ) won’t (Ｄ) will 

答案：(Ｄ) 

78.  (   )I practice     English with the CD every day.  

(Ａ) speaking (Ｂ) speak (Ｃ) spoke (Ｄ) to speak 

答案：(Ａ) 

79.  (   )Taking a trip all over the world last year     him a lot of money.  

(Ａ) needed (Ｂ) paid (Ｃ) spent (Ｄ) cost 

答案：(Ｄ) 

80. (   )Could you help me     it? (Ａ) clean up (Ｂ) take out (Ｃ) find out (Ｄ) look for 

答案：(Ｄ) 

81. (   )Billie is not here.  She went to her office half an hour   .  

(Ａ) before (Ｂ) × (Ｃ) ago (Ｄ) later 

答案：(Ｃ) 

82. (   )Mr. Brown has a hard time falling asleep（睡著）    he is on business（商業）trip.  

(Ａ) and (Ｂ) after (Ｃ) before (Ｄ) when 

答案：(Ｄ) 

83. (   )Rita was very busy all morning, so she just stop     a rest.  

(Ａ) took (Ｂ) takes (Ｃ) taking (Ｄ) to take 

答案：(Ｄ) 

84. (   )My mom is good at     fried（油炸的）fish.  We can’t wait     it every time she  

makes the dish. (Ａ) to make; eating (Ｂ) making; to eat (Ｃ) to make; to eat (Ｄ) making; eating 

答案：(Ｂ) 

85. (   )Alice:     snowboard is that?  Jerry: I don’t know.      is in the car.  

(Ａ) Who; Mine (Ｂ) Whose; My (Ｃ) Whose; Mine (Ｄ) Who; My 

答案：(Ｃ) 
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86.  (   )My mom likes    the house clean, so she doesn’t like us ____anything（任何事物 

）in our bedrooms.  

(Ａ) to keep; eating (Ｂ) keeping; eating (Ｃ) keep; eat (Ｄ) to keep; to eat 

答案：(Ｄ) 

87.  (   )Jill: What did you     for your son on his birthday? Mia: He     a cap（鴨舌帽） 

for his birthday this year.  

(Ａ) give; bought (Ｂ) made; sent (Ｃ) buy; got (Ｄ) show; gave 

答案：(Ｃ) 

88. (   )It     three years to build the hospital. (Ａ) took (Ｂ) cost (Ｃ) paid (Ｄ) spent 

答案：(Ａ) 

89. (   )Our teacher often likes us     to bed late because     enough sleep is important for    

junior high school students.  

(Ａ) do not go; to get (Ｂ) not to go; getting (Ｃ) not go; get (Ｄ) not going; got 

答案：(Ｂ) 

90. (   )Ada: What’s our plan     today?  Ben: How about having a picnic at the park?  

(Ａ) for (Ｂ) with (Ｃ) to (Ｄ) about 

答案：(Ａ) 

91. (   )    the weather     there     autumn?  

(Ａ) What’s; ×; in (Ｂ) How’s; like; on (Ｃ) What’s; like; in (Ｄ) How’s; ×; on 

答案：(Ｃ) 

92. (   )Prepare（準備）for your test now.      you finish it, you can play video games.  

(Ａ) After (Ｂ) Before (Ｃ) Because (Ｄ) So 

答案：(Ａ) 

93. (   )Mr. Chen wasn’t watching TV, but his kids    .  

(Ａ) are (Ｂ) wasn’t (Ｃ) were (Ｄ) was 

答案：(Ｃ) 

94. (   )It was important for Kevin    his homework quickly（快速地）because he had to（必須  

）help his parents sell fruit in the night market（市場）. 

(Ａ) finish (Ｂ) to f inish (Ｃ) finishes (Ｄ) finished 

答案：(Ｂ) 

95. (   )When Paul was little, he     swim.  

(Ａ) can’t (Ｂ) couldn’t (Ｃ) doesn’t (Ｄ) wasn’t 

答案：(Ｂ) 

96.  (   )It     cats and dogs when I woke up this morning.  

(Ａ) rains (Ｂ) rained (Ｃ) is raining (Ｄ) was raining 

答案：(Ｄ) 

97.  (   )Alice: What did Wendy do this summer vacation?  Benny:      

(Ａ) She wanted to join a sports club. (Ｂ) She thinks playing magic is fun.  

(Ｃ) She was a fan of games. (Ｄ) She learned to play the violin. 

答案：(Ｄ) 

98.  (   )Will: Do you have a lot of rain here in summer?  Ava: No.       

(Ａ) Summer is here. (Ｂ) It’s usually sunny.  

(Ｃ) It’s often cold and rainy. (Ｄ) There is heavy rain all day. 

答案：(Ｂ) 

99.  (   )After many years of hard work,    .  

(Ａ) he became a famous singer (Ｂ) he did not like his future job  

(Ｃ) he loved keeping his house clean (Ｄ) he could keep working for 365 days at a time 

答案：(Ａ) 

100. (   )Tina: What are we going to do next?  Jenny:      

(Ａ) He’s going hiking. (Ｂ) That sounds great.  

(Ｃ) We are going to buy some food for dinner. (Ｄ) The shirt is cheap enough. 

答案：(Ｃ) 


